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ArrowTrade always likes to
consider the dealer’s per-
spective, something we think

sets this magazine off from a com-
petitor. So when Joe Kim chimed in
as I was interviewing Kodiak
Outdoor’s Dan Adkins, my focus
shifted from what a manufacturer
could tell me about his new line to
why a dealer feels the 2006 models
have the best sales potential of any-
thing the Santa Fe Springs, California
firm has ever put out.

Adkins had given me the back-
ground on the four-year old bow
firm that was an outgrowth of his
fascination with pistol crossbows.
What helped Kodiak Outdoors break
into the bow business was a decision
to package bows with integrated,
higher end accessories. At the time,
package bows tended to group a
mid-range or lower-end bow with
the cheapest accessories the manu-
facturer could round up. That kept
the package price attractive, but
didn’t do a lot for the bow’s looks or
performance.

Kodiak Outdoors took a different
approach. Adkins and his team
selected premium rest and sight
designs and then machined the riser
to accept the working components.
That policy has continued, so that on
2006 models the Outback Sight
mounts to the face of the riser (side
facing away from the shooter) with a
single bolt. The micro-adjust sight
has coiled fibers along the base of
the pins, but you can also outfit it
with a Cobra Sidewinder head or the
Impact Fiber Tech head if your cus-
tomers need (or think they need)
even brighter fiber optics. 

Meanwhile the Quik-Clik Drop-
Away rest bolts to the back of the
riser (not the offside of the sight win-
dow with a mounting arm) to give a

seamless look for that accessory.
This year the new Titan and

Kinetic risers are being built with
what the firm calls Modular Fusion
Technology. To reduce the cost of
machining long risers, three sections
are being bolted together after they
have been machined. Adkins bor-
rowed my notebook to sketch out
the complicated joints, which actu-
ally fuse and lock the aluminum sec-
tions together as the bolts are drawn
down. And the 1/4x20 bolts of high-
grade steel act as reinforcements at
the critical junctions above and
below the sight window, Adkins said.

With its full film dip camo your
customers may never notice that
most 2006 models have the modular
risers. Depending on how you’re
counting them, Kodiak Outdoors has
two new models, or four. The Kinetic
32 and Kinetic 34 are named for their
axle-to-axle length, and share the
swept-back limb design so popular
in today’s market. Twin Kinetic Cams
tip these bow to provide an IBO
speed range of 318 to 324. The cams
are unique in that the inner modules
rotate (no need for a press) and are
clearly marked to provide an infinite
adjustment of draw lengths between
26 and 30 inches. An adjustable draw
stop is incorporated to help deter-
mine the “back wall” and the
amount of let-off the customer
receives as he completes the draw
cycle.

The Titan 32 and Titan 34 share
the Kinetic’s riser design, but these
bows are outfitted with a single S-2
Cam and top-mounted idler. The
lower cam carries twin weights and
is clearly marked so you can switch
modules to provide draw lengths of
25.5 to 30.5 inches. As with the twin-
cam Kinetic, no press is needed.

As a dealer, Joe Kim appreciates

having bows like the Titan in stock.
“This is a very dealer friendly line.
With some of the other brands you
need to inventory so many bows to
have the proper draw lengths to fit a
given customer. Kodiak Outdoors
offers with one bow, a 5 inch draw
length adjustment on a lot of the
cams. That means that one bow will
accommodate 90 percent of my cus-
tomers. So I can use that money that
isn’t tied up in bows to stock other
accessories, and I have an improved
cash flow”

The head of Hi-Tech Archery in
Fullerton, California, Kim admits he
doesn’t sell much other than the offi-
cial Kodiak accessories when he sells
a bow of that brand. “Ninety five per-
cent of the Kodiak bows we sell are in
a package. With the way Kodiak has
their accessories interlock with the

Dealer Likes Kodiak’s New Line

Joe Kim, Kodiak Outdoors’ highest vol-
ume retailer, has a lot of good reasons for
liking the 2006 line.
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riser, there is no reason to sell any-
thing else. It’s a combination of the
way they look and the way they
work. We never get a complaint
about the accessories that come with
Kodiak bows.”

(I should probably mention that
in addition to the integral rest and
sight, Kodiak sells the Alpine Soft-
Loc Quivers in your choice of 3, 5, or
8 arrow. There are also three stabiliz-
er choices in the 2006 catalog:
Kodiak C-4 Stabilizers using the
Doinker technology from Leven
Industries come in 6.5 or 11.5 inches,
or you can order the bows with the
popular Sims S-Coil.)

Kim said Kodiak had a good line
in the past with its Bow Logic mod-
els, but “the line didn’t have a really
fast bow or the parallel limb bow that

a lot of people wanted.”
As Adkins pointed out, all four

new models are the parallel limb
designs, and with an IBO of 318 to
324 the Kinetic certainly qualifies as
a “real fast bow.” So many people are
happy with their Bow Logic models it
would be a mistake to drop that from
the line, he said, because friends are
coming in to ask for them. But what
really made Adkins feel good was
some of the feedback he was getting
over in the bow tryout area. “Some
retailers are working their way down
their line, trying every brand that’s
out there. When I hear them say “this
is the best bow we’ve shot,” it means
a lot. These people are professionals-
they own their own shops.”

“Obviously the long riser, paral-
lel limb design is something the

industry is focusing on,” Adkins said.
“It gives you a better feeling shot. But
we also wanted to make an aestheti-
cally pleasing bow; we’ve always
striven for that. It’s like Joe was talk-
ing about. We’ve got bows now that
will address the need for speed
(Kinetic.) If you want pure shooting
pleasure, you can get that in the
Titan. And then we’ve got a bow
priced in the mid-range, which
offers a lot of the same advantages in
fitting customers as the Kinetic,
thanks to it’s draw-length adjustable
S-Cam.”

Joe Kim came across so strong
for Kodiak Outdoors that I asked him
whether he carries other lines. “We
carry Mathews, Hoyt, PSE, Archery
Research, and Browning. I have
almost 16,000 square feet of space in
our pro shop, so we can’t just sell one
brand. You want to know the reason
why I choose to promote this brand?
The profit margin we can earn on a
bow is very important to us at Hi-
Tech Archery. Real estate is so expen-
sive in California that our overhead
is huge. The Kodiak brand will allow
you to make a pretty good margin, in
part because the dealer base is still
fairly small.”

If you’d like to check into joining
that dealer base, get it touch with
Kodiak Outdoors by calling the
California firm at (480) 222-4002.

Titan 32 Kinetic 32

Circle 153 on Response Card
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Breaking  his upper arm when
he got bucked off a horse
may be the nicest thing Pete

Shepley ever did for dealers who count on PSE, Browning
and AR bow sales to help them compete. Unable to do the
team roping he loves, he went back to managing the com-
pany he founded 35 years ago.

“We’ve kind of been eclipsed in the high end game in
the last couple three years, and everybody knows it,”
Shepley said during the ATA Show. “We had some nice toys,
but Mathews has taught this industry some lessons on
marketing. I admire Matt for what he’s done, he’s done a
great job with marketing and he’s done a great job with the
school program. My hat is off to the guy.  I think Hoyt has
done a pretty good job on marketing, but a great design job
on their bows the last couple, three years. Frankly, we
haven’t kept up to that.” 

“I broke my arm, I was sitting home for a couple weeks,
watching TV and feeling real sorry for myself. I said, I think
I’m going back to work. I didn’t like the way it was going,
not that it was going bad but it wasn’t going the way I
thought it should. So I went back in and rearranged people.
We didn’t fire anybody, just put people where we thought
they worked best.”

John Groth is now Vice President of Manufacturing,
Engineering and Intellectual Properties. Jon Shepley, who’s
been working in various roles at the company since he was
a youth, is  Vice President for Sales & Marketing (Scott
Eastman having joined Trophy Ridge). David Kronengold,
graduate of the prestigious engineering
school at MIT, has been promoted to Vice
President of Product Development
Engineering. The Tucson bow-builder
ordered up $5 million more in machine tools.
It’s adding in-house sales people and hiring

more young engineers with fresh ideas. Shepley said he
graduated with a five year engineering degree, but his skills
can’t compare with those that Kronengold and his team
bring to their work. “They don’t sketch on a piece of paper,
they flip open a laptop and get to work. When you get kids
who are smart like that designing great toys because they
like to  play with them, you get good results. They’ve been
there long enough to get their feet on the ground. They
have a good feel of how to work with marketing, with man-
ufacturing. Once they develop all that then it’s ‘Hey, don’t
hold us back, stay out of way.’” 

Shepley said it’s been fun
to see the renewed interest in
the brands, but particular in
Archery Research, where the
Velocity has been “the talk of
the show.”

Kronengold showed
ArrowTrade’s editor the  new
Archery Research line. One
thing his design team has
done has been to take the AR
31 and AR 34 that had been
in the line and “split the dif-
ference” by developing a new
AR32 with swept back limbs

AR Line Gains Velocity

Staff shooter Frank Archey and VP David
Kronengold (right) hold a couple of the new AR
models. CENTER: Coach Larry Wise discusses the
need to address target panic with Pete Shepley
(right). FAR RIGHT: New AR Velocity.
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and generous 8 inch brace height. It
feels as compact in your hand as the
AR 31, but it’s a full half pound lighter. 

New features includes a stainless
steel stabilizer bushing and a center-
shot alignment mark milled into the
arrow pass to speed bow setup.
There’s more thumb clearance in the
grip area and the multi-position sight
mounting holes have been lowered on
the bow. “We found we were a little
high before for the full radius pin
guards,” Kronengold explained

While this AR 32 carries a new
riser, no one will mistake it for any-
thing other than an AR. The round
lightening holes still are staggered
from side to side and give the effect of
hollowing out the center of the riser,

just like Alan Rasor intended when he
guided the original design more than
three years ago. Viewed from front or
back, those risers now are grooved
down the center, part of the weight
savings that lets them go to customers
fully equipped weighing what com-
petitive bows do “bare.”

Powering this new model and the
new AR 35 are the Ram And A Half, a
hybrid design. They’re shipped at 29
inches then retailers change elements
in them to vary the draw length .

Last year there were 34 and 37

inch bows in the line. “The AR 34 was
our best seller, so we didn’t want to
deviate too much from that,”
Kronengold said about the new AR 35.
“The AR 35 is faster than the AR 34
was. It’s not quite as fast as the AR 37
was, but its a lot tamer.”

For the first time, the AR line
includes a short-draw model. The AR
35SD uses a downsized hybrid cam to
maximize performance for the shorter
draw length hunter. At 27 inches and

Circle 89 on Response Card

Continued on page 109.

AR 35SD for short
draw length hunters is built
down to  40 pounds in peak weight.
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70 pounds peak weight, you can
expect IBO speeds of 286-294 fps. “It’s
the ultimate short draw hunting bow,”
Kronengold said.

Radical is an overused word in the
archery industry, but the new Velocity
from AR certainly qualifies. It pairs a
long, straight riser with the shortest
limbs ever seen on a production bow.
Essentially, the AR engineers deleted
the non-working portion of the limb
allowing them to use a limb angle that
puts the limbs way past parallel at full
draw, utilizes an inherently accurate
straight riser, and keeps the brace
height down to 6.5 inches to help pro-
duce speeds of 312-320 fps. 

A new Ram Velocity Cam System
was designed for this model that rides
on sealed ball bearings and that has
an enlarged draw length module so
level nock travel and optimum perfor-
mance can be obtained at 26, 27, 28,
29 and 30 inches. If you notice there’s
no serving where the string runs over
the idler, that’s no mistake. The idler
groove is designed to reduce friction
and boost speed.

Kronengold said, “This bow looks
really radical, but feature for feature,
it’s not that different from our other
AR models. It’s just that we looked
where the industry is headed with
compound bow designs, and then we

took that to extremes.”
Shepley is slowly getting his tita-

nium-reinforced arm in shape to
shoot a hunting weight bow again, but
he’s already back in the saddle. Before
the ATA show, he said he won his

biggest purse ever in team roping.
If you’d like to see what the PSE,

Browning and AR brands can offer
now that Shepley is “back in the sad-
dle” at the Tucson bow builder, call
(520) 884-9065.

• Proprietary manufacturing process results in 
a bowstring that offers maximum performance! 

• Center serving technology renders the center 
   serving exceptionally secure and durable!

• Like every Zebra® bowstring, the BarracudaTM

features the patented “ZS” Twist® technology 
that revolutionized the world of bowstrings 
just over a decade ago and has won more

   tournament titles and prize money 
   than any other bowstring! The Zebra®

BarracudaTM

ZS Twist

One bundle of 
counter-clockwise 

twisted strands 
  (the “Z” strands)...

... the other bundle 
of clockwise 

twisted strands 
  (the “S” strands)...

... twisted together to form 
a single, balanced bowstring!

A division of Mathews, Inc. 
919 River Road, P.O. Box 367  •  Sparta, Wisconsin 54656  •  (608) 269-1235 

www.zebrastrings.com 
Patented

"

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!

Circle 154 on Response Card

Kronengold said his engineering team
had to develop a new type of larger cam
module to make draw length changes in
the Velocity while maintaining peak  per-
formance at the different settings.

Archery Research continued from 99
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Iremember wondering two years
ago if all the success Bob Proctor
was having in designing archery

accessories would cause him to
neglect the Alpine Archery bow line.

That didn’t happen. Alpine
Archery, which led the industry
toward machined riser bows in the
first place, shook things up last year
with the introduction of a Tundra
Series whose risers were built-up in
sections. (At least one other manu-
facturer has followed that lead.)

For 2006, Proctor and his team
refined that approach to lighten
those risers considerably, introduced
target models and a compact new
Avalanche. You won’t find a lot of
information in the 2006 catalog
about riser construction, because it’s
really designed to benefit the manu-
facturing process more than the
consumer. It lets Alpine build long-
riser bows more cost-effectively
than if the firm started from a big
block of aluminum, Proctor said. The
six sections used to assemble the
riser are cut from mill stock, not
from extruded profiles that may vary
in straightness. The modular
approach gives the bow designer a
great deal of freedom as well, which
helps explain the  radical but attrac-
tive Tundra styling, which incorpo-

rates webbing in front and behind
the grip, a split lower section and
cutouts that show the built-in riser
dampener just behind the stabilizer
attachment.

That cutout is part of the work
Alpine did over the past year to shave
about half a pound from these bows.
“We took a little bit from every-
where,” Proctor said. “We grooved
things here and there, even under
where the rosewood grip fits.” All the
additional trimming brought the
weight down to 4.2 pounds, elimi-
nating the above average weight that
was one of the few objections cus-
tomers might have had to buying. 

These bow risers are studded
with socket-head capped screws and
have hidden steel alignment pins, so
I asked Proctor if he’d considered

switching those fasteners to titani-
um. “Bolts made out of titanium are
way too expensive, we checked into
that,” he said. That would defeat one
of the main goals of the modular
riser design, which was to deliver
long riser, swept back limb models to
market for less money than con-
sumers were paying for equivalent
models from other manufacturers.

As we said earlier, Proctor also
believes the modular riser construc-
tion technique makes developing
new designs easier. When he set out
to design the 31 inch Avalanche
introduced in the 2006 line, he left
the mid-section alone and worked
just the upper and lower sections of
the Denali riser to get the desired
axle to axle length. They sweep back
more quickly, partly because the new

Alpine Unleashes New Avalanche 

At right, Proctor holds the new Denali
Pro Competition model. Below, the new
Screw-in Quiver Mount,
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split limb bow is 3 inches shorter
than the Denali, partly because
Proctor gave it a 6.25 inch brace
height to get back the speed you typ-
ically give up as bows go shorter. If
sales follow the pattern for other
Tundra Series models, most dealers
will order the bow with accessories
in the package that’s designated the
Alpine Avalanche Match Grade.  

The accessory package includes
a Whisperflite Match Grade Ball
Bearing Fall Away rest, a weight-
adjustable Alpine MR2 Six Shooter
Stabilizer, Montana Black Gold sight
and Tundra VX Dampening compo-
nents that include silencers for

limbs, cable guard rod and string.
You won’t find the Denali Pro

Competition with an accessory
package, though the silencers are
included. These new bows are
intended for competitive shooters
who typically already know what
they want to mount in the way of
sight, rest and stabilizer. This split
limb bow takes the revamped, lighter
Denali riser and finishes it in one of
three colors: Purple Haze, Lightning
Blue, or Wildfire Orange. Eccentrics,
a section in front of the grip and the
riser sections that support the limb
pockets are polished and then fin-
ished with a contrasting bright

anodize. Limbs receive a film
dip finish that mimics the
look of woven carbon fiber.

Like all Tundra Series
bows, the Denali Pro
Competition model uses  a
Fast Trac Ball Bearing One
Cam. You or your customers
can adjust the draw length,
without the use of a bow
press, from 26 to 30 inches by
rotating the element within
the cam.

We provided details of
the Whisperflite Standard
and Match Grade Fall Away
rests in our last issue, so I’ll
finish with a new accessory I
hadn’t seen before the show.
Alpine has sold the Soft Loc
quivers in big numbers since
the 2001 introduction, and
now has bow-mounted mod-
els in three sizes and four
camo finishes. Something
that fits every one of them
are new Screw-in Quiver
Mounts and Treestand
Quiver mounts. The tree-
stand model is designed to
mount with a couple zip ties.
The screw-in version uses a
scary-sharp screw that’s safe-
ly held by a detent in the
molded plastic body, until
you flip it out and screw the
mount flush to the tree.

Get more details on the
2006 Alpine Archery line by
calling the firm at (208) 746-
4717, or go to www.alpin-
earchery.com.

Circle 11 on Response Card

Alpine Avalanche Match Grade
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New faces, new logos and new
bows were part of what
ArrowTrade found at the

Darton exhibit on the floor of the
2006 ATA Show in Atlanta.

President and bow designer Rex
Darlington introduced Ted Harpham
as the company’s new sales manag-
er. Harpham is using Chip Klass, who
got his start in the archery industry,
with Darton, to help update the
firm’s marketing materials. One of
the first things Klass addressed was
the company’s logo, which was so
stylized it was hard to recognize
what it represents. The revamped
Darton Firebird shines forth from
the company’s new catalog, ads and
booth graphics.

Harpham said Darton took the
Magnum Extreme out of the line this
year, and replaced it with the new
Terminator. The Terminator is just 29
inches, axle to axle, so it’s even easier
to use in blinds or cramped tree-
stands than the 32 5/8 inch Magnum
Extreme. And while the Magnum
Extreme had to share a riser design
with the Maverick, Darlington was
able to design an all new riser for the
Terminator. The grip section really
juts back on this little hunting
model, but the moderate length
limbs still provide 7 3/8 inches of
brace height. Power comes from a
PFS (for Post Feed-out System) sin-
gle cam, which is both easier to build
and easier for single cam fans to
understand than the CPS Hybrid
Cams used on top-end models. 

All adult Darton bows come with
soft, textured side-plates on the grips
and LimbSaver Ultra vibration
dampeners applied to the face of
each limb. There are also the String
Leeches from Sims installed on the
bow string. If you want more-built in
dampening, you can order them

with a VSS system (licensed from
Martin Archery) that pops a soft,
sound and vibration dampening
module in the triangular holes cut
near the limb bolts.

There was a bright yellow tag
attached to the limb bolts on the
Terminator, drawing attention to a
feature Harpham said is now used
across the line. Before adjusting
weight, you need to loosen an allen
screw in the tapered cone that sup-
ports the head of the limb bolt. This
new LimbLok Limb Washer makes
adjusting weight smoother and it
prevents limb bolts from creeping
after hundreds of shots. And there’s
no damage done to the limb bolt
threads when you tighten the lock-
ing screw.

Like the 29 inch Terminator, the
new 32 inch Specter combines a
Realtree Hardwoods HD Green fin-
ish on riser and limbs with a brushed
aluminum finish on the eccentrics.
The modules on the PFS single cam
on the lower limb will take it from 26
to 30 inches, while the same mod-
ules used on the Terminator go from
25 to 29 inches. You can order either
bow preset to whatever draw length
you want, but it makes sense to keep
extra modules on hand to make the
quick changes that can fit bows
you’re stocking to other customers.

“The flagship of our line this year
is the Marauder,” Harpham said,
describing that new 32 inch bow as a
little brother to the high perfor-
mance, 36 inch Tempest Extreme.
This bow carries an all-new CPS
Hybrid 1-1/2 Cam that lets the deal-
er make quick and easy draw length
adjustments from 26 through 30
inches, by moving a single module.
Because the bowstring is anchored
to the adjustable module, the bow-
string length is adjusted automati-

cally as the module is positioned to
its different settings and the two
screws are replaced. Carry as few as
three, one each at the 50, 60 and 70
pound peak weights, and you can fit
anybody from 26 to 30 inches in
draw length. 

Harpham said the Marauder
nicely fills a niche in the  2006 prod-
uct line. He called it a “whisper quiet,
smoking fast” bow that gives cus-
tomers the accuracy benefits of the
CPS system for a suggested retail
price of $615.99. Some Darton deal-
ers will undoubtedly sell it for less,
but the firm has set a MAP (mini-
mum advertised price) of $549.99.

The three new bows we men-
tioned are available alone or in a
package that includes a metal TruGlo
Fiber optics sight, with wrapped
fiber optics. Bohning supplies the
contoured DBQ 4 arrow quiver. The
rest is the Drop Tine model from
Whisker Biscuit.

For more information, reach
Darton Archery in Michigan at (800)
356-6522.

Darton Has New Look For ‘06

Rex Darlington (left) and  Ted Harpham.
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Arnie Alexander is one of the
veteran sales reps that make
up the  Hudalla Associates

sales rep group, and during the ATA
Show Escalade Sports announced it
had signed a long-term agreement
with that Minnesota-based group to
be the exclusive manufacturer’s repre-
sentative for all archery products sold
and distributed in the United States.

At the Escalade Sports booth,
Alexander helped ArrowTrade’s editor
key in on changes in the Fred Bear
line, focusing on three new models
that represent the sales strategy the
brand will pursue. “We’d like to own

the $299, $399 and $499 bow market,”
Alexander said as he showed me the
new Code, Instinct and Element.
“There a lot of good bows out there
above $500 in retail cost, but there are
not a lot under that price.”

What can your customer get in
the Fred Bear line for $299? The 32-
inch Element has a machined alu-
minum riser with plenty of lightening
holes. It carries a perimeter cam with
a “tail” that provides a positive back
wall. The compression molded quad
limbs on this price-point bow are as
fine as any made in the Gainesville
factory, Alexander said. The bow has a
two-piece wood grip and the cable
guard rod is carbon, features you
wouldn’t expect at this price. Molded
limb pockets are one  feature where
the manufacturer was able to pare
costs on this model.

Step up to the $399 Instinct
shown at left, and you get a riser that
has more reflex to it.   The eccentrics
are a step above as well: the large top
idler wheel runs on ball bearings, and
the new generation cam at the bottom
is weighted with a large brass weight
to help boost performance on this 31
inch bow to an advertised 305 fps,
compared to 302 on the Element. 

From the front, you can see the
machined aluminum limb pockets
have been skeletonized, to lighten
them and to allow the shock absorb-
ing pad to show through. This bow
comes with Sims products already
installed on limbs and strings. “This
bow draws just silky, silky smooth,”
Alexander said, “very similar to the
way   the j-Rev models feel in the

J e n n i n g s
line.”

The Fred
Bear Code
that  you see
A l e x a n d e r
drawing on
this issue’s
cover is the
top-end new
one-cam in
the Fred Bear
2006 Line,

designed to retail for $499. This 34-
inch bow has a much longer riser than
the other two, with the shock-damp-
ening parallel limb design that so
many customers want now. Quad
compression molded limbs are tipped
with a Perimeter Weighted Single Cam
on the bottom and oversized, ball-
bearing equipped idler on the
top.This bow carries the LimbSavers
and String Leeches from Sims
Vibration Laboratories. Like the other
models it comes with a TechTwist
Green & Brown string made from the
popular BCY 8125 material. Cables on
the bow run though a solid Teflon
cable slide, which contributes to the
higher 310 fps advertised speed.

All three bows are finished in the
Realtree Hardwood HD Green cam-
ouflage, and Alexander said all three
use the same draw length modules,
which makes things easier for the
dealer. To help insure more customers
come though the door looking for
Fred Bear models, Escalade Sports
announced a 10-year agreement
with Primos Hunting Calls. Fred
Bear Archery will be the sole
provider of hunting bows for all tele-
vision, video and pro staff. This fall,
Fred Bear Archery will introduce a
“Team Primos Series” of hunting
bows for the 2007 season.

If you’d like to look at adding the
Fred Bear line, contact National
Sales Manager Jack Bowman or call
Hudalla Associates in Minnesota at
(218) 346-2734 to get in touch with
the sales rep for your area.

Circle 157 on Response Card

Fred Bear Line Offers Top Value
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